Progress in a novel wave-optical algorithm for synthesizing object waves of three-dimensional surface objects is reported. The algorithm has been proposed last year and has a feature of wave-optical calculation in diffraction by object surfaces. Numerical simulation of diffraction is implemented by a method based on coordinates rotation in Fourier spectrum. Source fields on a surface of objects are given as complex property functions defined on each object surface. These property functions provide information on each surface, such as the shape and diffusiveness. General formulation of the algorithm has been presented, but its numerical implementation was limited only to the cases of single axis rotation of plane surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
In digitally synthetic holograms (or computer-generated holograms; CGH), some object models and methods for synthesizing object waves emitted from the three-dimensional (3-D) objects has been proposed to create real auto-stereoscopic 3-D images. One of the most important models is the layer model, in which the object is sliced into a plane parallel to the hologram and light fields emitted from every plane are wave-optically calculated as ordinary diffraction such as Fresnel diffraction. While the method has a definite advantage of relatively short computation time owing to utilization of FFT especially in full-parallax hologram, there is a major drawback to realistic rendering of 3-D objects such as shading, shadowing, texture-mapping and so on.
An alternative model recently used is the point source model, which is sometimes referred to as the raytracing method in CGH.
1, 2 A 3-D object is considered as a collection of numerous point sources of light in the model, and the object wave is obtained by superimposing all spherical waves from point sources in the hologram plane. Since computation time of the ray-tracing is proportional to both numbers of point sources and sampling points in the hologram, slow computation is a major disadvantage of the method, especially in full-parallax holograms. To overcome the problem of computation time in the ray-tracing some algorithm has been proposed, such as real-valued fringe intensity, One another method we refer it to as the wave optical algorithm in surface model has been suggested in the last meeting.
10
In the method an object is composed of planar surfaces and the object wave is waveoptically calculated as reflection and diffraction by the tilted surfaces. The mathematical and physical basics have been presented, but a hologram of planar objects rotated only upon a single axis has been discussed and its reconstruction was demonstrated. This report follows with creating holograms for true 3-D objects made up from planes rotated on two-axes, as well as shading the objects by using a numerical model of brightness of reconstructed planar surfaces. 
OBJECT MODEL AND SURFACE PROPERTY FUNCTION
Coordinates system and geometry used in this investigation is shown in Fig. 1 . The global coordinates, referred to as hologram coordinates, is denoted by (X, Y, Z), and the hologram is placed on the (X, Y, 0) plane. Local coordinates defined for each surface of the object are (x q , y q , z q ) in a surface q. All local coordinates are defined so that the planar surface is placed on the (x q , y q , 0) plane. Furthermore, we define a complex function s q (x q , y q ) in the (x q , y q , 0) plane to give the surface q its properties such as the shape, brightness, diffusiveness, feel of material, textures and so on. These complex functions are referred to as the surface property function. In addition, we define one another coordinates, the parallel local coordinates (x q ,ŷ q ,ẑ q ), in which the origin is identical to the local coordinates but all axes are parallel to that of the hologram coordinates.
All surface property functions are defined in the following form:
where a q (x q , y q ) is a real function and mainly keeps the shape of the surface q and its texture. A surface property function defined only by the factor a q (x q , y q ) do not have any diffusiveness, just like as a slide projector, and therefore it must be multiplied by a given diffusive phase function; a diffuser given as the complex function:
Here, we used a digital diffuser proposed for Fourier holograms 11 to the phase function φ d (x q , y q ).
If a surface property function are given as a q (x q , y q )Ψ(x q , y q ), the carrier frequency of the object wave are placed at the zero frequency in the local coordinates. This means that the light wave of the surface is emitted in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, a phase of the plane wave propagating along the Z axis (i.e. in the direction perpendicular to the hologram) should be multiplied by the two factors given above. The plane wave is written by
where cos α q and cos β q are the direction cosines in X and Y axis, respectively.
The surface property function given above is transformed into the complex amplitude h q (x q ,ŷ q ) in the local parallel coordinates by the method described in Ref.
10 This transformation written as
x y z z Figure 2 . Two types of rotation upon two-axes; rotating (x,ŷ,ẑ) coordinates upon theŷ-axis prior to the x-axis (a), rotating upon theẑ-axis prior to the y-axis (b) where θ x , θ y and θ z are rotation angles upon each axis. Finally, fields emitted from every plane are superimposed in the hologram plane as follows:
COORDINATES ROTATION ON TWO-AXES
There are several degrees of freedom to define local coordinates for each surface. Fig. 2 , for example, shows two types of rotation on two-axes. In Fig. 2 (a) the parallel local coordinates (x,ŷ,ẑ) is transformed into the local coordinates by rotating coordinates uponŷ axis prior to x axis, while the coordinates is rotated uponẑ axis prior to y axis in (b). When a position vector r in the local coordinates is transformed intor in the parallel local coordinates by transformation matrix T , the transformation is written aŝ r = Tr.
The inverse transformation matrix in the case indicated in Fig. 2(a) is given by
The inverse matrix for Fig. 2(b) is also given by
Selection of these rotation schemes are not significant in the aspect of the mathematical transformation of coordinates, nevertheless one should carefully choose the rotation scheme, because an interpolation of Fourier spectrum is necessary for numerical calculation in the coordinates rotation. Since an object wave is typically sampled on an equidistant grid in the hologram plane, sampling points of the spectrum in (û,v) coordinates is also distributed on an equidistant grid within a square area, as shown in Fig. 3 . The sampling points after any rotational transformation, however, are not positioned at even intervals, and its envelope does not shape square any longer. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows distribution of sampling points in the local coordinates after rotating coordinates by using the way indicated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively.
The rotation scheme in Fig. 2(b) , described by matrix (10) , is adopted in this report, because it seems that distortion of sampling distribution in Fig. 3(b) is rather less than that in (a). Jacobian necessary for rotational transformation by the matrix (10) (See Appendix A of Ref. 10 ) is given by
OBJECT WAVES FROM THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS
Object waves emitted from 3-D objects can be synthesized by superimposing object waves emitted by planes constructing the object. A cube, for example, consists of three square planes * , as shown in Fig 4(a) . An optical * In this report we do not treat methods for removing hidden surfaces, and thus, such hidden surfaces are originally not taken into account. reconstruction of a fabricated hologram of the cube is shown in Fig 4(b) . A cube is optically reconstructed as expected, however the cube is shaded unexpectedly. All amplitudes of the surface property functions were a same constant, i.e. a q (x q , y q ) ≡ a 0 , nevertheless the reconstructed cube has a definite shade. This shading is unexpected one and should be compensated in order to shade object accurately.
Numerical model for brightness of reconstructed surfaces
For compensation of the unexpected shading it is necessary to investigate which and how parameters of an object surface relate to brightness of the surface on reconstruction. Figure 5 is a theoretical model to predict brightness of a surface, represented by the sampled property function.
Suppose that the amplitude of a surface property function is a constant, i.e. a(x, y) ≡ a 0 and |s(x, y)| 2 = a 2 0
gives optical intensity on the surface. In that cases radiant flux Φ of a small area δA on the surface is given by
where σ is the surface density of sampling. We assumed that almost the whole light emitted from the small area δA is bound in a solid angle given by
where ϕ d is a parameter representing degree of the diffusiveness of the diffuser function Ψ(x q , y q ). Furthermore, assuming that light is diffused almost uniformly i.e. dΦ/dA Φ/A, brightness of the surface, observed at angle of θ with the normal vector, is given by
As a result, brightness of the surface depends on the surface density of sampling, diffusiveness of the diffuser function, and amplitude of the surface property function. In addition, brightness varies dependently on the observation angle. This means that brightness of the surface changes according to the direction of the surface and causes unexpected shade. A simple theoretical model is discussed so far, therefore Eq. (15) is only partially fit for brightness of optically reconstructed surfaces of real holograms. Since brightness given in Eq. (15) diverges in limit θ → π/2 and any actual hologram cannot produce infinite brightness for its reconstructed surface, Eq. (15) is not sufficient for the model used for compensation. To avoid the divergence of brightness in Eq. (15) we a priori introduced an angle factor (1 + γ)/(cos θ + γ) instead of 1/ cos θ, i.e. supposed brightness is given as
where γ is a parameter that plays a role to avoid the divergence of brightness and prevent overcompensation as a result. The γ is dependent on actual methods to fabricate holograms such as encoding of object waves or property of recording materials and thus should be determined experimentally. Note that the angle factor in Eq. (16) is unity in θ = 0 and 1 + 1/γ in θ = π/2.
Compensation of brightness and shading object
Shading object is based on simple Lambert's low and the diffused reflection model. Brightness of a surface q, of which the normal vector is at an angle ofθ with the vector of illumination, is given by
where l e is the ratio of surrounding light to illuminated one and L 0 is brightness inθ q = 0 and l e = 0. By substituting L q in Eq. (17) into L in Eq. (16), amplitude a q of a surface q is given as follows:
Here, the observation angle θ is replaced by an angle θ q formed between the surface q and the hologram.
OPTICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF FABRICATED HOLOGRAMS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS
Digitally synthetic holograms were fabricated by a special purpose printer for drawing holograms. Parameters used to synthesize object waves and fabricate holograms are summarized in Table 1 . Firstly several holograms of cubic objects without illumination light was fabricated to determine the value of the parameter γ. Figure 6 (a) shows optical reconstruction of a hologram with γ = 0. In contrast to Fig. 4(b) , the surface placed at a large angle with the hologram is dark because of overcompensation caused by γ = 0. Figure 6 (b) is also of a cubic object without illumination, but of which brightness is compensated in γ = 0.5. Differences of brightness disappear because of proper compensation of brightness, and borders between surfaces are no longer found out. 
CONCLUSION
A detailed method for two-axes rotation of plane surfaces has been presented. Object waves emitted from three-dimensional objects composed of several rotated planes were digitally synthesized and reconstructions of the fabricated hologram were demonstrated. Furthermore, the surface brightness dependent on the observation angle as well as its compensation was discussed.
